Almost, Maine Audition Information
Synopsis:
Almost, Maine, a town that’s so far north, it’s almost not in the United States—it’s almost in
Canada. And it almost doesn’t exist. Because its residents never got around to getting organized.
So it’s just…Almost.
One cold, clear Friday night in the middle of winter, while the northern lights hover in the sky
above, Almost’s residents find themselves falling in and out of love in the strangest ways. Knees
are bruised. Hearts are broken. Love is lost, found, and confounded. And life for the people of
Almost, Maine will never be the same.
Character Descriptions:
Most characters are ages 20s-40s but some teenage parts are available
Male Characters:
Pete - Almost pessimistic but he truly loves Ginette although it's hard for him to admit.
Steve - Open, clueless and kind. He clueless to the world due to his inability to feel pain, which
is attributed to his disorder.
Jimmy - A guy who's broken heart makes it hard for him to speak his mind.
Randy* - Broke his date’s face while dancing. Ends up having feelings for his best friend Chad,
but it's hard for him to admit it.
Dave- Not so tough, but loves Rhonda for who she is.
East - A repairman, calm and sincere.
Lendall - Longtime best friend to Gayle, an understanding and collected person who is trying to
understand his girlfriend.
Chad* - Was told he smelled by his date. He tells his best friend he has feelings for him.
Phil - A working man who gets in a fight with his wife after ice skating.
Man/Daniel - The ex of Hope, who has left the town but his life has gone on and changed
without her.
Female Characters:
Ginette - Optimistic and loving toward Pete. A bit of a chatterbox who rambles on when she's
nervous.
Sandrine - Jimmy’s Ex who left him suddenly but is put together and sensitive towards Jimmy.
Gayle - Longtime girlfriend to Lendall, short tempered, passionate and flustered woman who
wants to be married.
Hope - A jittery woman who left her boyfriend to go off into the world, and has come back to see
him.

Female Characters (cont.):
Glory - A vulnerable, nervous and guilty hiker.
Waitress/ Villian - No nonsense, sassy waitress, who is meant for Jimmy.
Marvalyn - A self protective nurse who is in a rough patch in her relationship.
Marci - The hardworking wife of Phil, who is angry with him over all the things his work has
caused him to miss.
Rhonda - A tough, closed off and nervous woman who is awkward around Dave.
Suzette - Wife of Daniel

